International Hepato-Pancreato-Biliary Association

Message from the President

As we are nearing the end of 2014, I wish to share with you significant milestones crossed by our Association.

1. World Congress 2014, Seoul – The 11th World Congress of IHPBA took place in Seoul, Korea, in March 2014. Under the leadership of Prof. Sung-Gyu Lee and his team the congress has been universally acclaimed a great success, not only for its smooth running but also the depth of the scientific programme, which involved 350 faculty members. In total over 2650 delegates from 83 countries attended, presenting 1200 abstracts. From live surgery to the social programmes, the congress was well organised and very enjoyable. We congratulate and thank Prof Sung-Gyu Lee and his team.

2. Strategic planning took place in Seoul under the direction of Dr Wright Pinson. Both past and present Executive and Council members met to refine the goals and draft a blueprint for developing IHPBA over the next 5 to 10 years. The Executive Committee, supported by Camilla, Alison and Jen of ACS Global Management, is working hard to achieve these goals.

3. Membership – retaining and building membership and creating additional member value has been close to my heart. We have started the ‘Member First’ initiative with a focus on member benefits.

a) Website Improvements: As part of our commitment to ‘global membership’ www.ihpba.org is now multilingual. We have also launched a new version of the website for your mobile phone or tablet computer.

b) Concessional registration for regional congresses: IHPBA is building stronger ties with regional associations to create a cohesive ‘Global HPB Community’. Regional associations have readily accepted to offer a concessional registration for combined members to IHPBA and regional associations. This is the first such initiative to give benefit to members in odd years. If you are a combined member you can attend regional meetings in any region at a discounted registration. This promotes the opportunity for delegates from different regions to participate in other regional meetings in addition to the World Congress. The benefits of combined membership are substantial. These are highlighted separately. I urge you to take advantage of combined membership and to attend as many of our regional association meetings as you are able.

4. National Chapter development is also in full swing. Having strong national chapters and regional associations can only strengthen IHPBA. To this end, IHPBA and AHPBA are involved in establishing chapters in Central America with Prof Oscar Ivantzaras and Dr Javier Lendoire, both of Argentina, working together in this regard. We are also working towards a Caribbean chapter. The ‘Middle East chapter’ was launched in Dubai in October 2014 with leadership from both IHPBA and E-AHPBA. Almost 20 countries participated, which represents a significant move for the region.

5. Global Role of IHPBA – WHO collaboration. IHPBA is seeking to collaborate with the World Health Organisation. The first steps of this lengthy process have been taken with the help of Prof Oscar Ivantzaras. Ultimately we hope this will further enhance the role of IHPBA in ‘global HPB care’.

6. Outreach Missions have been very successfully conducted by AHPBA and are now being implemented in other regions. The Nepal Outreach Mission has been led by a team from India and similar efforts are underway in Asia and Africa. This adds a social dimension to our Association. Volunteers are welcome for outreach programmes and Dr. Gazi Z Bari and Prof Oscar Ivantzaras are co-ordinating these efforts.

7. Consensus meeting on Laparoscopic Pancreatic Surgery: The Research Committee under Prof. Mee Choti has approved a consensus meeting on Laparoscopic Pancreatic Surgery which will be led by Dr. David Kooby and co-chaired by Dr. Charles Vollmer, prior to the World Congress in Sao Paulo.

Regional Association meetings in 2015 and the World Congress in 2016 are great opportunities for all to meet and please make a note of the dates, all set out below.

The woods are lovely, dark and deep,
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go before I sleep.

- Robert Frost

Wishing you a Merry Christmas and a very Happy New Year with a promise that 2015 will be fulfilling for all of us!

Dr P Jagannath, IHPBA President

Message from the Secretary General

IHPBA Outreach Projects: Nepal

IHPBA Kenneth Warren Foundation: Fellowship news

Message from HPB Editor-in-Chief

The editorial team continue to work hard to maintain the quality of your journal. We were delighted that HPB achieved an impact factor of 2.05 for 2014 but appreciate that the ongoing interest in journal content, the increasing citation of its articles and the rising number of article downloads suggests that the impact factor will rise further in 2015.

We continue to observe a steady flow of submissions and are as ever grateful to the editorial board members and reviewers for their hard work in assisting with the delivery of constructive critiques of manuscripts. The turnaround time from submission to first decision is less than four weeks on average and the time to final decision remains less than 8 weeks. Our acceptance rate has inevitably come down to 25% as publication of submitted manuscripts becomes more competitive but we are pleased to see that we are attracting submissions from all three regions.

We would hope that you will continue to support the Journal and look out for the virtual journal clubs which we anticipate will attract interest in key areas of our HPB practice. We would also be delighted to see discussion on myHPB on our IHPBA website. We are pleased to receive comment on journal content, style and presentation. Thank you all for your continued support.

James Garden, Editor-in-Chief, HPB
Message from the Secretary General

I am pleased to report that membership of the Association continues to grow. Our current membership stands at over 1,900 members, more than at any time in the Association’s history, and we are confident that we will reach the milestone of 2,000 active members next year.

We now have 28 national chapters listed on our website with more to be added shortly. Most recently we were delighted to support the meeting in the United Arab Emirates in October, at which 10 countries from the region came together to form a new Chapter. Congratulations to those chapters which were inaugurated this year, and we look forward to acknowledging your formation and welcoming you into the IHPBA community at the World Congress in Sao Paulo.

Our website continues to develop; we now have updated fellowship directories and a new guidelines section as well as comprehensive news and meetings sections. The monthly HPB Journal Editor’s Blog has become one of our most popular pages, regularly attracting a readership of over 700. We would also encourage you to visit our online education platform, myHPB, www.myHPB.com, and to benefit from the educational content and contribute to the related discussion boards.

If you have not already done so, it is now time to renew your IHPBA membership. We are renewing member benefits on an ongoing basis and this year have added discounts at the 2015 AHPBA, E-AHPBA and A-PHPBA regional congresses for all IHPBA members who are also members of any one of our regional associations. IHPBA is very keen to encourage all of our members to become involved not only in the International Association but in your local regional organisation so I would urge those of you who are IHPBA stand-alone members to also consider joining your regional HPB association, by renewing either as a combined member or by taking advantage of the discounts available for members of the IHPBA and AHPBA. All information relating to membership packages and fees is detailed on our website http://www.ihpba.org/14_FeesApplications.html.

Finally, I would like to thank the team from our management company, ACS Global, for their hard work and expert attention to the affairs of the IHPBA and wish you all the best for 2015.

Professor Robert Padbury, IHPBA Secretary General

IHPBA World Congress 2016: São Paulo

It is with great excitement that we invite all our colleagues to attend the IHPBA 2016 SAO PAULO world congress, which will take place in São Paulo, Brazil, from April 20 to 23, 2016.

Participants in this meeting will have a unique opportunity to meet with colleagues from all over the world and exchange ideas in a friendly and congenial environment.

Enjoy your visit to São Paulo, come and experience exotic Brazil, a country of a thousand travelling options. We have organized travel packages that stretch from the Amazon Rainforest, the Pantanal wetlands, tropical beaches, the Iguacu waterfalls to Rio de Janeiro. It will be a magical journey into the heart and soul of Brazil.

The Scientific Program is being prepared with utmost attention to scientific rigor and current issues, we are certain that it will be extremely challenging. São Paulo IHPBA 2016 will bring together state of the art lectures with illustrious professionals, round tables focused on advances in key issues, involving diagnostic investigations, treatments and perspectives with high-level international speakers. There will also be general sessions and e-posters, as well as workshops and symposiums.

Since electronic media will be favored over paper, we strongly suggest you subscribe to our webpage in order to make sure you receive the congress updates, news and reminders. Connect to IHPBA 2016 SAO PAULO with one click at www.ihpba2016.com.

Come and see a veritable carnival of knowledge in HPB Surgery!

Luiz Augusto Carneiro D’Albuquerque
MD, PhD Full Professor and Head Digestive Tract Transplantation Unit, Gastroenterology Department, Chairman Hospital das Clínicas da Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil

Website Improvements

We have been working hard to develop the IHPBA website and are constantly updating both the content and the way the website functions.

Earlier this year we introduced a multi-language function. Wherever you are in the website, you can choose from over 70 languages.

More recently we have rolled out a new mobile responsive platform which improves access to the website on iPhones, smart phones and other mobile devices: you can keep in touch wherever you are.

The content of our website is reviewed daily. Some of our improvements this year include:

• Fully updated and comprehensive guidelines section, with links to guidelines covering the full range of HPB medicine
• The ever-popular Fellowship Directory. All of the fellowship directors have been contacted to update the information we hold, and we now offer information on more than 65 fellowships around the world as well as links to the directories for the Americas and Australia/New Zealand. We recently added a Fellowship Report feature with reviews written directly by current and past fellows.
• The monthly blog by HPB editors. We are delighted that the blog’s audience continues to increase and now regularly attracts more than 700 readers.
• Our news section, which is constantly updated with information about HPB meetings, items of interest, photographs of events and much more. If you have an item you would like to include in the news section, please let us know: education@ihpba.org
• myHPB, IHPBA’s e-learning platform, available exclusively to our members. We will shortly upload 80 video presentations from the 11th World Congress held in Seoul this year, and hundreds of photos. The material on myHPB is constantly evolving, and if you have an interesting case you think we should feature, please send it to us at education@ihpba.org.
• Our meetings pages – you’ll find information here about the World Congress, Regional Congresses, Chapter meetings and other related meetings, both forthcoming and recently held. Again, if you have a meeting you think should be included, please email us education@ihpba.org.

Related to the website, we are pleased to have a growing presence on Twitter, with now more than 640 followers. Please join us @IHPBA, and if you have a Tweet you think we would like to share, use #ihpba.
Ser Yee Lee, the current KWF Fellow

It is an honor to be the latest in a long line of Warren fellows who have, under the auspices of the fellowship, been able to conduct high quality research in the field of Hepatopancreatobiliary surgery. In addition to the opportunity and resources to embark on my research interests, I was privileged to have the opportunity to train with the esteemed faculty in the Hepatopancreatobiliary (HPB) Service and Department of Surgical Oncology at the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) as the International Surgical Oncology Fellow 2013-2014.

With such an invaluable training opportunity on the backdrop of the prospect of living in the vibrant New York City, it was easier to convince my wife to stay on as well although we had already completed a year’s fellowship. MSKCC truly lives up to its reputation in its commitment in the fight against cancer. Everyone I met or worked with had a burning passion and great pride in providing the best care for every patient. The kindness, professionalism and collegiality I was shown remains unsurpassed in my experience. Aside from the excellent clinical care, commitment to education at all levels and the quality of clinical and translational research, what really took me by surprise was how multi-faceted patient care was and beyond what I experienced elsewhere. To illustrate: one day, as I was in the elevator on my way to see a patient, these 2 cute dogs walked into the elevator and when I looked more closely, I realized that they were probably wearing the same Hospital ID as I was — my 4-legged colleagues were part of a holistic team called the Caring Canines program, designed to bring comfort and relieve stress to our patients in their interactions with the dogs. On another occasion, when I had a sick patient intubated in the Intensive Care Unit, I heard music coming from his room as I was growing up to enter the room. I was pleasantly surprised to see MSKCC Music therapists, singing to the patient and his family. I later found out that those were the patient’s favorite songs — it’s no wonder that his tachycardia was never better.

Currently back home in Singapore, I serve as a Consultant Surgeon at the Department of Hepatopancreatobiliary and Transplant Surgery, Singapore General Hospital and the Division of Surgical Oncology, National Cancer Centre, Singapore. I truly cherish the memories of my time in MSKCC and New York, both big and small: taking in the fall colors in Central Park, or slipping and falling twice on the snow-covered streets on the walk to work — experiences that I will not have in tropical Singapore! The experience at MSKCC has inspired me to do more — not just to be the best doctor or surgeon I can be, but to be a good friend to my patients. As part of the effort, we established the first Liver Cancer Patient Support Group in Singapore. I would also like to thank IHPBA for this opportunity and also a word of thanks to all the Faculty, nurses and other members of the team in MSKCC. Wishing all happy holidays, a Merry Christmas and a wonderful New Year! Keep up the great work!

The IHPBA Warren Foundation

Now seeking applications for the 2015/2016 Fellowship

Dr Kenneth W. Warren, of Boston, USA, was recognised internationally as an authority on diseases of the liver, pancreas and biliary tract. Committed to advancement of the surgical science in his field, Dr Warren enjoyed an illustrious career spanning over 60 years. He established the IHPBA Kenneth Warren Foundation in 2000 and passed away the following year at the age of 90.

The goal of the fellowship is to promote collaborative scientific discovery in HPB diseases through support of clinical or laboratory research for a young investigator in a laboratory outside the applicant’s own department and country.

Conditions of Award

The applicant should be a person seeking additional training in the laboratory with a mentor. The award will be made on 1st July 2015 and the fellowship may commence at any time up to six months after this date. The awardee will notify the Chairperson of the IHPBA Research Committee of acceptance or refusal of the award by 14th July 2015. The applicant and the host sponsor must be members of the IHPBA at the time of the application. An applicant may apply for IHPBA membership at the time of the application, but the host sponsor must have been an active IHPBA member for one year prior to the application.

A stipend of USD 25,000 will be granted to support the recipient’s salary in the conduct of clinical or laboratory research over 12 months in a host department.

To be eligible for consideration, the following items should be submitted to the IHPBA in electronic format at the email address below:-

- Covering letter
- The applicant’s curriculum vitae
- The mentor’s curriculum vitae from the host institution
- A summary of the research project, including title, background, aims, methodology and timeframe of the research (not to exceed one A4 or letter size page)
- An acknowledgment from the host institution of support for the applicant’s research
- Letter of reference from the mentor at the host institution
- Letter of reference from the applicant’s home institution

Closing Date: 30th April 2015

Please send applications to:
IHPBA Kenneth Warren Fellowship
Email: fellowship@ihpba.org
Telephone: +44 141 530 1687

Guillaume Passot, the next KWF Fellow

Congratulations to the IHPBA Kenneth Warren Fellow for 2015/2016, Dr Guillaume Passot. In January 2015 Dr Passot of Lyon, France, will become a fellow at the MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, Texas USA, under Professor Jean-Nicholas Vauthey. We wish him the very best in his new role and look forward to hearing about both his research and his time in the USA over the next year.

Read more about Dr Passot

Read more about applying for the fellowship

PLEASE DONATE!

The IHPBA Kenneth Warren Foundation relies on support from our members. For more information and to donate please visit www.ihpba.org
An initiative of IHPBA supported by the Indian Chapter

The Indian Chapter of IHPBA supported an outreach mission to Nepal by sending a five member team including Drs. Jagannath, Chetan Kantharia, Aparna, Sediq Sikora and Sasstry. The local organising team was led by Dr. Palaswan Lakhey, Professor of Surgical Gastroenterology at Tribhuvan Hospital, Kathmandu, Nepal. The hospital has hundreds of patients waiting for surgical treatment, but the number of trained HPB surgeons is few. In the words of Dr. Lakhey, only 2 or 3 surgeons could come to the IHPBA World Congress.

The faculty spent 2 days in Nepal. Endotrainer training sessions, by Dr. Chetan Kantharia and Dr. Aparna, were conducted for postgraduates and residents on the first day, and were very well received. Nearly 50 surgeons from across Nepal participated in practical training sessions on common HPB surgical procedures. Emphasis was placed on safety in common Laparoscopic procedures like cholecystectomy and technical tips for performing major pancreatic and liver resections. The faculty also participated in discussing patient care and suggested the establishment of a mentoring programme with Tribhuvan University Teaching Hospital.

The feedback received shows that the outreach programme was a great learning experience, with very interactive sessions. The take-home message from Dr. Jagannath for the Nepalese HPB surgeons who attended was ‘be passionate about your work’.

Outreach programmes to other SAARC countries like Sri Lanka and Bangladesh are scheduled for 2015. In addition Prof. Gazi Zibani of the John C. McDonald Regional Transplant Center, Louisiana USA, and his team arre to be commended for conducting regular outreach programmes to numerous countries. Plans for 2015 include programmes in Honduras, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Iraq, Kurdistan and Panama. Other teams are looking at Bolivia, Peru, Laos and Cambodia. If you are interested in donating or volunteering please email us at info@ihpba.org

Calendar of Events

2015

AHPBA 2015 Congress, Miami, USA
March 11–15

A-PHPBA Congress, Singapore
March 16–21

11th E-AHPBA Congress of the E-AHPBA in Association with ASGBI, Manchester, UK
April 21–24

VII Congress of the IHPBA Brazil National Chapter, Goiânia, Brazil
May 27 – 29

27th meeting of the IHPBA Japan National Chapter, Tokyo, Japan
June 11 – 13

1st World Pancreas Forum, Bern, Switzerland
June 16–19

12th International Congress of IHPBA CIS Chapter, Tashkent, Uzbekistan
September 7 – 9

IHPBA ANZ Chapter, Queensland, Australia
September 23 – 24

3rd Meeting of the IHPBA Mexico National Chapter, Cancun, Mexico
December 4 – 6

2016

12th World Congress of the IHPBA, Sao Paulo, Brazil
April 20–23

28th Meeting of the IHPBA Japan National Chapter, Osaka, Japan
June 2 – 4

2017

2017 E-AHPBA Congress, Mainz, Germany
May 23–26

A-PHPBA 2017 Congress, Yokohama, Japan
June 7–10

28th Meeting of the IHPBA Japan National Chapter, Yokohama, Japan
June 8 – 10
Welcome to our new members

Ahmad K. ABUFOUL
Kelimu ABUDUREYIMU
Tomohiko ADACHI
Mustapha ADHAM
Tushar AGGARWAL
Steven C AGLE
Arifkhan AGUILAR
Irfan AHMED
Yousuf ALABDURRAKIM
Ihsan a ALALEM
Meshal Saleh ALDOSSI
Julio C ALFARO
Ghadeer A ALJJOHANI
Amal Hamad ALKHALAIF
Ahmed ALKINDY
Mamdouh A ALNAHAWI
Saheem tawfiqu ALQOUSIUS
Khaled AMER
Nasser muthammad AMJAD
Sirdoqbre ANANTHA
SATHYANARAYANA
Eduardo ANCHANTE
Yusuke ARAKAWA
Kenichiro ARAKI
Affirul Chahir ARIFIN
Ricardo Augusto AURIOCH
Hans U. BAER
Erin Hanna BAKER
Pinaki BANERJEE
Andrew S. BARBAS
Yoshitoji BECK
Nikolay Vasilev BELEV
Eric J. Th. BELT
Marc Michael BERNON
Andrew V BIANKIN
Ping BIE
Jan-Jin BONG
Dibyajyoti BORA
Alexander BRESSAN
Roberto BRUSADIN
Sergio BUSCEGAEV
Shouling CAI
Cesar Augusto CARLOS
Victence CARRILLO-MACIEL
Noel CASSAR
Alvaro CASTILLO
Francisco CASTRO E SOUSA
Kittipong CHAYABUTR
YChia CHAN
YChia CHAN
Teng-Wei CHEN
De CHEN
Gengchen CHEN
Nianping CHEN
Yajin CHEN
Yajin CHEN
Ping CHEN
Shuqun CHENG
Chien CHUNG CHEN
Sheng En Chou
WaiYin Chu
Lau CHUN FAI
Francesco Antonio CIAREGILIO
Davide CINTORINO
Jessica L. COPPI
Jason CLANTON
Ahmet COGER
Gustavo Alex CONDI
Julio CONSTANTINO
Melwin Alvaro COSTA FERNANDES
Jose COSTAL MACHA
Haroldo Josã Siqueira DA Igreja
JASNOIR
chaoliu DAI
Zilvinas DAMBRAUSKAS
Khue Kim DANG
Nittyendra Nath DAS
Brian DAVIDSON
Dharmesh Bhiwajibhai DAVRA
Shaheenah DAWOOD
Akrraporn DEEPARSETVIT
Ryooyuka DESAKI
Sushil Sharad DESHPANDE
Mashaal DHIR
Fabio DI BENEDETTO
Sanrinas DIKINIS
Simona Dimi
Cathryn Anne DOUGTIE
Shridhar Sanjeevwarao
DRONAMURAJU
Chengyou DU
veronique DROBYSKOVSKAYA
Vikas DUDEJA
valery nikolaevivtch EGIEV
Alex Ares ERASMO
Haining FAN
Jia FAN
Amir HAFATHI
Miguel FERREIRA
Jacob FREEDMAN
Marcos De Souza Lopes F'REIRE
Takumi FUKUMOTO
Giuseppe Kito FUSAI
Josep FUSTER
Rogario Aoki FUZIW
Federico Walter GARCIA A
Juan Carlos GARCIA
VALDECASAS
Haythami GAREER
Jacqueline M GARONZIK WANG
Philippe M GARZON
Miguel GASTACA
xiayqion GENG
Anja GERRITSEN
ali m GHANMAM
shahrin ghazanfar
Stefan GILG
Alejandro A. GIMANEZ
Octav GINGHINA
Ana GLEISNER
Andre Luis GODDOY
Irina GONCHAROVA
Bhavesh GORDHAN
Neerav GOYAL
Luís ambos GRACA
Dirk GRAEHNAGEN
Michal GRAT
Guo-hong HAN
Tom HANNA
hans jochim hauss
Songqiang HE
Hassan HENATI
Taizo HIBI
Kim C HONSELMANN
Chung-Bao HSIEH
shihwei HUANG
tunsung HUANG
qiang HUANG
Feizhou HUANG
qiang HUANG
Feng HUO
Mauroc IASI
Luis ISABEL
Hisham Nabil ISMAIL
Masahiro HITO
Mathew JACOB
Bertrand yves JAUFFRET
Rohan JEYARAJAH
Zhenling Ji
Zhaixiang JIAN
Bin JIANG
Bo JIANG
xiayqiong JIANG
Shao JINGHUA
Li JIE
Tim G JOHN
Cory JOHNSTON
Mukund Manohar JOSHI
Cory JOHNSTON
Mukund Manohar JOSHI
Zeijia JUTRIC
Syed irfan KABIR
Karoly KALMAR-NAGY
Chetan Vinod KANTHARIYA
Pardon KARDIJA
Sijia HK KARLGREEN
Manabu KAWAI
Seiji KAWASAKI
Andrei KEIDAR
Mohammed KHREISS
Roger H KIM
Joseph KIM
ChungYun KIM
Jae Kuei KIM
Young-Kyu KIM
Ki-Hun KIM
Yasutoshi KIMURA
Wilson Mirah KIRAITU
Shinya KISHI
Michael KLEINMANN
Vivek KOHLI
Islam M. Talaat M. Ismail
KORAYEM
Ming KUANG
Shih-Ming KUO
Koja KUPRESHVILI
Yusuke KYODEN
Asuncion LÁ PEZ CONESA
Paul B. S. LAI
Toar JM LALISANG
Sven A. LANG
Peter Noergaard LARSEN
Jerrimo M LAURENCE
Kyroon Geun LEE
Huisong LEE
YuMin LEE
Kenneth LEUNG
Wenbin LI
Kowei LI
Aimin LI
Jianjun LI
Fei LI
Hucheng LI
Xun LI
Jingdong LI
Bo LI
Xiaoming LIANG
Liming LIU
Bin LIU
Rong LIU
Qing-guang LIU
Lianzhou LIU
Jingfeng LIU
Jennifer A LOGUE
Valerio LUCIDI
Roberto Jose LUSTOSA
Fabio Ferrari MAKDISI
Tajeddin ibrahim MANSOUR
Yilei MAO
Francesca MARCON
Georgios Antonios MARGONIS
James F MARKMANN
Jorge A Martinez CASTILLO
Yushihiro MARUYAMA
Ka bori MASAKI
Akira MATSUSHITA
Hanno MATTHAEI
George V MAVARIJEZ
Ronald MBLINE
Nairmish M NEHTA
Xiongying MIAO
Yoshifumi MYAIDA
Samy R MOHAMED
Fabrizio MOISAN
Armado J MONTIEL
Kim E MORTENSEN
Matthew C MORTIMER
Fabió Mesquita MOURA
sandra victoria MUÁNTE
Matthew C MORTIMER
Fabio Mesquita MOURA
Sandra victoria MUÁNTE
Zubair MUHAMMAD
Takuya NAKAI
Norikazu NAKUMURA
Vadim NAKHIMIYAYEV
Gustavo de Nascimento NAMURI
Hari NATHAN
Ghassan NAUSAW
Hanrik NILLSON
Jun NIU
Jorge ORTIZ DE URBINA
Aleda PETERSCHMIDT
Harola OTHMAN
Issmail haktik OZERHAN
Kwang Yeo PAIK
Sujoy PAL
Kumar PALANAPAN
Nagaraj PALANKAR
Dimitry N PANCHENKO
Andreas PAPP
Yong Ken PARK
Guillaume PASSOT
Shradhita PATKAR
Chung-Ming PENG
Tao PENG
Boom Kang PENG
Fernando Leal PEREIRA
Jorge A PEREIRA
Ignasi POVES
Ignasi POVES
Mikel PRIETO CALVO
Carlo PULITANO
Xiao QIN
Emilio QuiÑónez
Sajdea QUREISHI
Gabriel Alberto RAFFIN
Khemam RAJKOMAR
Prabhakaran RANJAN
Julio Cesar RAMIREZ
Estopa Regina RAMOS
Figueras Aparna RENGES
Ricardo ROBLES
Henry RÓGUEZ GALVÓZ
Edoardo ROSO
Fernando ROTELLA
Nelson Andrew ROYALL
Alehe O RUMO
Nadia RUSSOILLO
Jenny Lundmark RYDESTEDT
Guilhermo OCTAVIO SAGUER
Caster SAMANIEGO
Suyehira SAMSHIDIN
Marcel SANHUEZA
Alexandro Florin SAVULESCU
Erik SCHADDE
Dong SHANG
Swapan SHARMA
Aleksandar SICHERBA
Mohd RAASIS SHEIKH
Yasuhiro SHIMIZU
Guy M SHINGLER
Hisanori SHIMOM
Dewanda SINGH
Ravinder SINGH
Pulathis SINGHU
SIRIWARDANA
abbreviated SL
Akihiko SOYAMA
anna SPARACO
Nicholas SPINELLI
Ralph STARKLE
Anthony T STAFFORD
Jan Henrik STORFOLKM
Ben STUTCHFIELD
Paulvannan SUBRAMANIAN
New members (continued)

Linia SUN
Wenbing SUN
Chengyi SUN
Tjiang SUPARDOJO
Walyeon Silva SURIMA
Kiminori TAKANO
Siong San TAN
Choo-Sian TEE
May Chen TEE
Luís TEJEDOR
Hiroaki TERAJIMA
Anselm J TINTINU
Koji TOMIYAMA
Melanie E TSANG
Lien Cheng TSAD
Jennifer F. TSENG
Akihiko TSUCHIDA
Hiroshi UCHINAMI
Masaki UENO
Jozef URĐIK
Monica URIBE LEON
Alexandr Yurevich USENKO
Roberto VALENTE
Vicente VALERO
M Petroujka VAN DEN TOL
Adam VARGA
Surya Ramachandra VARMA
Surya Ramachandra VARMA GUNTURI
Giriraj V VEDULA
Comelis VERHOEF
Jaime VILAA
Wiljan Omar VILLALBA
Rodrigo VINCENZI
KARINA M. O. RODA VINCENZI
Nikola N VLADOV
Shigeki WAKIYAMA
Chiden WAN
Wei WAN
xioming WAN
Zhiming WAN
Chen WAN
Hongguang WAN
Wenqiao WAN
Guangyi WAN
Zhiming WAN
Yaodong WAN
Jinhua WAN
Sharon M WEBER
Hung-Kuang WEI
Junmin WEI
Tianfu WEN
Hao WEN
Adilomo WIDARSO
Yong Sung WON
Adilomo WIDARSO
Yong Sung WON
Wenchang WONG
King Sang WONG
Edgar WONG-LUN-HING
Liqun WU
RONGLONG XIA
Xiaoming XIA
Weidong XIAO
Boozi XING
Ke XU
Dahua XU
Xiao XU
Shi Xuetao
ALI YAHYA
Suguru YAMASHITA
Jie YANG
Yinmo YANG
Muqing YANG
Xun YANG
Jiayin YANG
Po-Chih YANG
Guoxiang YAO
Liqing YAO
Yuk Pang YEUNG
Xiaoyu YIN
Mingang YING
Tuck YONG
Heechul YU
Xiao YU
Xiaofang YU
Andrea ZANCONATO
Yong ZENG
LUIS FRANCISCO ARRUDA
ZHENI
Xiwen ZHANG
Xiewen ZHANG
Jinhui ZHANG
Shujiun ZHANG
Yongjie ZHANG
Qiyi ZHANG
Tong ZHANG
Lei ZHENG
Qi-chang ZHENG
Chuan-sheng ZHENG
Yuesi ZHONG
Pingping ZHU
Weiping ZHOU
Jie ZHOU
Kailun ZHOU
Nicholas J ZYROMSKI

IHPBA Membership Benefits
Join or renew your membership and continue to enjoy the many benefits of being a member of IHPBA. We currently have more than 1,900 members from over 60 countries. IHPBA fosters close relations with its three Regional Associations: the Americas, the Asian/Pacific and Europe/Africa/Middle East extending to joint membership, shared journal and collaborative projects and meetings.

Membership benefits include:-
- being part of a growing professional and global network of your peers
- Interaction with other HPB specialists and leaders
- Access to myHPB thriving online community
- Networking and career opportunities
- Annual subscription for online access to the official journal, HPB
- The opportunity to order a printed copy of HPB to be sent to you monthly at a discounted cost
- Discounted registration to the biennial IHPBA World Congress
- Regular IHPBA electronic newsletters to keep you up to date
- Access to technical and training guidelines
- Eligibility to apply for the Warren Research Fellowship
- Access to the IHPBA Fellowship Registry
- And much more . . .

Join or renew your membership
Please click here

Don’t miss the January blog, by Professor O. James Garden, available online from 1st January 2015
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